
When packages and overnights arrive at your 
company, you need to ensure timely delivery and 
chain of custody—serving a more agile workforce 
with fewer staff resources.

That’s why more organizations are now turning 
to Pitney Bowes On the go™ Package Pickup. This 
advanced, self-service package delivery system relies 
on secure technologies to increase convenience, 
confidence and cost-efficiency at every step.

SIMPLIFY PACKAGE PROCESSING
Just scan an item and secure it in a  
single-use locker. A notification is 
automatically sent to the recipient.

INCREASE ACCOUNTABILITY
Once a letter, parcel or overnight is 
secured, it can only be retrieved by its 
intended recipient.

SERVE TODAY’S MOBILE WORKFORCE
Make it easy for those who travel to pick  
up mail and packages at their convenience.

GAIN EFFICIENCIES EVERY DAY
Extend service hours without adding  
staff, and eliminate the hassles of package 
management, tracking and delivery.

Pitney Bowes On the go™ Package Pickup

The modular, customizable, 
totally secure locker system



Simplified processing
Just scan each item and place it in the 
appropriately-sized locker.  You can even 
integrate data with your existing delivery 
tracking system.

Personalized communications
Automatically notify employees by text or 
email, with detailed instructions on how 
to retrieve their packages. 

Accountable package pickup
When recipients arrive at the locker, they 
must swipe their employee ID cards, or 
enter the unique PIN or barcode that’s 
generated for every item.

Simplicity. Security. Savings.

For more information on Pitney Bowes On the go™ Package Pickup,  
speak to your Pitney Bowes representative today.
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Every connection is a new opportunity™

Pitney Bowes, the Corporate logo, Purchase Power and Every connection is a new opportunity are 
trademarks of Pitney Bowes Inc. All other trademarks are the property of the respective owners.

Offer more convenient,  
more secure package 
retrieval.

Easy to install. Even easier to manage. 
Easy to install. Even easier to manage. This one-stop, 
automated package pick-up system can be configured 
for any corporate environment.

• Serve today’s mobile workforce more effectively 

• Ensure chain-of-custody with secure package storage

• Automatically alert recipients when they have a pickup

•  Add security with PIN or signature capture 
requirements

•  Increase first-time delivery with convenient  
package pickup

Get the one electronic locker system that streamlines every step of package handling
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